
 

 
 
 

 

 
RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 191 

1st DECEMBER 2023 
GREETINGS: 
 

Joburg water crisis full blown... Stage 6 loadshedding mess of note - Minister beating his gums to 
no avail... Eskom, Transnet crisis damaging economy... Richards Bay congestion... added to Durban 
catastrophe... ruinous consequences of cadre deployment in SOEs... alarm bells for SA’s GDP in 
Q3... SA Post Office set to relinquish social grants paymaster role... NPA blunders prosecutions – 
heads must roll (but will they??)... 11 Implats mineworkers die in disaster as hoist cage falls 200 
metres down shaft... Senzo Meyiwa trial fisticuffs – Judge says “don’t be like Parliamentarians”… 
woke witch-hunt at St Mary's Waverley... 4 family members in Amanzimtoti mass murder... Kirsten 
Kluyts murdered in George Lea Park... ANC veterans in Limpopo accuse provincial leaders of 
‘incessant interference’ in candidate list process... Ex-president now tilts at Raymond Zondo – who 
will rid us of this pestilential person?... Sheriff sent to Luthuli House to serve a writ of attachment for 
ANC’s bank accounts - may be bankrupt?... (or just corrupt). Facebook Marketplace attackers 'kill 
people every day' – scary stuff! 
Henry Kissinger has died at the age of 100 - and Britain sends a warship to the Gulf amid fears of 
Iranian missile escalation. Finland to shut Russia border crossing to foil 'hybrid attack' of migrants... 
Israel hunts for Hamas while Gaza's hospitals collapse... Liberal elite’s assumptions about mass 
migration crumbling fast... Ireland can’t stop disgracing itself on the world stage... retiring Baby 
Boomers risk plunging Britain into crisis... Pope cancels COP 28 Dubai trip due ill-health... Britain 
faces UN blacklist after lobbying by LGBT group... proposed Telegraph sale to Abu Dhabi “disturbing, 
should be prevented”… King Charles and Prince William ‘locked in struggle’ over future of 
monarchy... Danish royal family rocked by cheating scandal... Elgin Marbles to be loaned back to 
Greece under Labour - Mona Lisa cut in half... Darwin Award: Florida woman calls 911 to report 
marijuana stolen - arrested for outstanding warrants... Sussex’s did not expect that Spotify would 
turn down so many ideas (well, now)... 
“If there happens to be a trough, there you will find pigs...” (Alexander Pushkin) 
“Perverse disputing’s of men of corrupt minds, and destitute of the truth”… (Scriptures: I Timothy Ch 
6 v 5) 
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SQN LDR JACK HEMMINGS AND HIS HUDSON: 
 

 
 

A 102-YEAR-OLD pilot has been reunited with his wartime aircraft for the first time in more than 50 
years, to mark Remembrance. Former Sqn Ldr Jack Hemmings finally got up close to the Lockheed 
Hudson again at the RAF Museum in London. He said seeing the Hudson – the first RAF aircraft to 
successfully shoot down an enemy Dornier Do18 in the North Sea in October 1939 at the start of 
World War II – was ‘just like old times.’ The Pacific Theatre pilot added: “Flying the Hudson was very 
comfortable indeed – a nicely balanced aircraft. If you’re going to spend eight hours looking at deadly 
water, you want to be comfortable.” Jack flew the Lockheed Hudson with 353 Sqn during WWII and 
received the Air Force Cross while flying. He enjoyed over-the-ropes access to his wartime aircraft 
at a special event at the museum for Remembrance week. He has continued flying into his 
centenary, performing aerobatics on his 100th birthday – the oldest British pilot to perform such 
manoeuvres. He was an early pioneer of Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF), the world’s largest 
humanitarian air service. In 2022, Jack returned to the controls of a wooden Miles Gemini aircraft – 
the same model he flew in 1948 to launch MAF, alongside D-Day landings RAF Engineer Stuart 
King. Jack’s special fundraising flight raised more than £40,000 in Stuart’s memory for MAF – the 
charity he describes as ‘the Good Samaritan of the air.’ He added: “Getting into an aeroplane gives 
a sense of pleasant expectation – I’ve never got into one and regretted it. I love flying because it 
gives a feeling of detachment from all the problems in the world – and there are many problems” 
(RAF News) 
 

NEW TELESCOPE TO PROVIDE UK WITH CRUCIAL SPACE AWARENESS: 
 

 
 
 

UK Space Command and the UK Space Agency have 
announced the award of a contract to Spaceflux to build a new 
ground-based space camera-telescope system in Cyprus. 

Known as Project ‘Nyx Alpha’, the telescope will 
monitor objects in geostationary orbit, approximately 
36,000km above Earth’s equator. Its primary mission 
will be to provide position information on UK 
satellites, helping to prevent collisions, protect 
critical space assets, and enhance the UK’s Space 
Domain Awareness (SDA). 
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The contract brings another boost to the UK’s growing space industry, supporting existing jobs 
and creating opportunities in the sector. The system has also been designed to allow for the sharing 
of data with partner organisations and international allies, improving the UK’s contribution to 
strategic space relationships, and increasing opportunities for collaboration in the space domain. 
Spaceflux, a UK space technology company, will build, maintain, and routinely operate the system. 
It will be tasked by UK Space Agency and UK Space Command analysts from the UK Space 
Operations Centre at RAF High Wycombe. These projects fulfil elements of the National Space 
Strategy, and the supporting Defence Space Strategy, which both highlight SDA as a key civil and 
defence space capability priority. SDA involves the detection, identification, and tracking of objects 
in space, and understanding the effects of threats and hazards such as space weather, to ensure 
the UK has knowledge of what is occurring in space. 
 

83 EXPEDITIONARY AIR GROUP WIN AN AWARD: 
 

83 Expeditionary Air Group, the RAF’s HQ in the Middle East, has won an Air & Space Power Association award. 

          
 

In announcing the award, the Air and Space Power Association described 83 EAG as "the RAF’s 
operational HQ that controls the Expeditionary Air Wings in the Middle East and is a prime example 
of the UK’s delivery of world class air power." This award was accepted on behalf of 83 EAG by 
Group Captain Diggle, who until recently was Deputy Air Component Commander (Middle East) and 
Officer Commanding 83 Expeditionary Air Group. The Air and Space Power Association criteria for 
the award states, the award is given annually to “the RAF, Fleet Air Arm, or Army Air Corps individual, 
team, unit or formation that has, in the opinion of the Executive Committee, made a significant and 
demonstrable contribution to improving the understanding of the importance, relevance and utility 
of Air and Space Power to the United Kingdom.” 
 

US NAVY P-8 POSEIDON IN THE DRINK: 
 

A US Navy aircraft overshot the runway while landing at Marine Corps Base Hawaii on Monday 19 
Nov. The plane, a P-8 Poseidon, ended up in the waters of Kaneohe Bay. The situation is still being 
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assessed to determine the cause of the accident, but it has been reported that all occupants of the 
aircraft safely made it to the shore. 
 

 
 

NEW BLOOD FOR BLOODHOUND: 
 

 
 

THE TEAM behind the Bloodhound land speed record project have launched a hunt for a new driver 
after longstanding wheelman RAF combat pilot Andy Green stood down. The 61-year-old veteran 
was bidding to smash his own record of 763mph, set in 1997 in the jet powered Thrust II. This week 
the former Phantom and Tornado F3 pilot announced he would be switching to a consultancy role 
after more than 15 years behind the wheel. The move marks the end of Wg Cdr Green’s personal 
mission to break his own speed record which has stood for more than 25 years, making it one of the 
longest-standing records in history. Launched in 2008 by British engineering maverick Richard 
Noble, who designed Green’s world beating Thrust supersonic car, the Bloodhound was designed 
to break 1,000mph, using a Typhoon jet engine and hybrid rocket. The project stalled amid funding 
problems after high-speed testing in South Africa in 2019, where Wg Cdr Green hit more than 
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600mph across the Hakskeen Pan, a dry lakebed in the Kalahari desert, pictured above. Now under 
new management, the team is hoping to exceed 800mph using green fuels to become the first Net 
Zero world record holders. Bloodhound chief executive Stuart Edmondson said: “As we enter a new 
chapter of the Bloodhound LSR Project, I am excited about the opportunity and challenges that lie 
ahead and confident that this will enable us to return to South Africa and set a new record. With a 
new driver, along with my aim of not using fossil fuels to set a new FIA Outright World Land Speed 
Record, the project promises to be exciting, engaging, and relevant at so many levels.” Bloodhound 
bosses will be taking their search for a new driver to the British Motor Museum, the South East and 
London this month, rolling out a replica of the vehicle. Along with a high-speed pedigree, candidates 
for the job will need to deliver significant sponsorship funding. Mr Edmondson added: “We are asking 
anyone who thinks they have the appropriate financial backing, experience and skills to get in touch 
through our website.” 
 
ROLLS-ROYCE: WORLD'S LARGEST JET ENGINE: 
 

 
 

Rolls-Royce has taken a major green step, announcing that not only has its giant UltraFan demo jet 
engine been run at full power on 100% Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF), but tests have proven all 
its current civilian engines are compatible with 100% SAF. With increasing pressure on the 
aerospace industry to produce technology that's both more efficient and environmentally friendly, it's 
significant when a major player like Rolls-Royce embraces something like SAF across an entire 
product range, including its show piece for this decade. Billed as the largest and most powerful jet 
engine in the world, the UltraFan has a 140-in (356-cm) fan and can produce 64 MW of power. In 
static tests, it has generated a maximum thrust of over 85,000 lb and the technology can be scaled 
to as high as 110,000 lb for narrow-body or wide-body aircraft of the 2030s. But the UltraFan's party 
piece is its geared turbofan with a variable pitch fan system. This allows the engine's turbine and 
fan to each run at its optimum speed and the carbon composite fan blades can vary their pitch to 
optimize each phase of flight. The use of composites means that the engine is lighter than an 
equivalent using titanium alloy and it is 10% more efficient than the previous Trent XWB. 
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CHEERS FOR NOW: 
 

Our final event this year will be the Ladies Christmas Lunch today, Friday 1 (NOT 2) December 
2023, 12h30 for 13h00. Our guest speaker will be Rob Hersov, who could not join us earlier in the 
year. Those who have heard him speak previously will know that his topic is sure to be very 
interesting, and we expect a “full house.” Look forward to seeing as many of you as possible, and 
have already booked, as we are now on very Short Finals for the end of the year.  
This issue includes an interesting letter to the Israeli Ambassador from Philip Weyers, which has 
been doing the rounds on social media, reproduced here with his kind permission, and a Heath 
Robinson railway locomotive built by US miners in days gone by. Enjoy! 
Your Committee wishes you, your families and loved ones a Happy - and above all - Peaceful and 
Blessed Christmas and New Year. 
This issue of Ramblings will be the last for this year as your scribe will be traveling overseas to visit 
family. 
 

TAILPIECE: 
 

“Yesterday my wife ran off with my best friend Mike” 
“Mike? Since when did you have a best friend, Mike?”  
“Yesterday...” 
 
“That a lie which is half a truth is ever the blackest of lies; That a lie which is all a lie may be met 
and fought with outright; But a lie which is part a truth is a harder matter to fight.” 
Lord Tennyson, Alfred 
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*************** 
 

His Excellency the Ambassador of Israel: 
 

Your Excellency,  
Forgive me please this unsolicited communication, but I feel a great desire to impart certain personal 
sentiments to you. By way of background, I am the great-grandson of General Jan Smuts who was 
of much influence in the early days prior to the establishment of Israel in 1948. He was a close 
personal friend of Dr Chaim Weizmann and was substantially involved in the drafting of the Balfour 
Declaration in 1917. It was his Smuts Resolution at the San Remo Conference in 1920 by which the 
League of Nations Mandate System came into being which enabled England to be granted a Class 
A Mandate over Ottoman Palestine and in so doing to make good on their commitments contained 
in the Balfour Declaration.  
The reason for this mail Sir, is not to qualify my sentiments by way of ancestral history, but rather to 
assure you that the insanity of the South African Government is not by any manner of means shared 
by all South Africans. It pains me enormously that those pretending to govern us have for all intents 
and purposes chosen to align themselves with Hamas, as inexplicable as that is to those of us who 
have moral standards, some knowledge of the history of Israel and indeed the Palestinians. It 
shames me tremendously that there should be such concerted attacks by the ANC and the EFF on 
Israel and indeed your good self.  
I am a staunch Christian Zionist and am as in case of my great-grandfather and his two successive 
generations fully convinced of Israel’s right to existence by way of historical precedence, historical 
knowledge and personal sentiment. May I respectfully wish you, your Embassy and Israel every 
strength and ultimate success in what I can only imagine is an extraordinarily difficult time for all 
Israelis. Am Yisrael Chai! 
With kindest wishes and Shabbat Shalom, 
Philip Weyers, International Ambassador; The General Smuts Foundation 
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ODDEST ODDBALL? 
 

 
 

Is this the oddest of oddball locomotives? A 1934 photo of Ludlow & Southern No. 2, a former steam 
locomotive repowered with a tractor engine, on the Bagdad Chase mine at Steadman, where copper 
and gold had been found at the tail end of the 1890s photographed at Steadman, Calif. (Doug Richter, 

Joe Strapac collection.) With the fortunes of the railroad tied to the mine it served, when the latter played 
out, the Ludlow & Southern, now with nothing to haul, basically just stopped running in or around 
1916. Lying in the middle of nowhere, the track remained pretty much intact for the better part of two 
decades. Long before the mine gave out, the L&S’s primary locomotive, the boiler of that ex-NYC 
4-6-0 picked up second-hand through a broker became incapable of safely operating. Like 
everything else on the railroad, the deferred maintenance of the Ten-Wheeler led to another 
quandary. How to get the hopper cars from the mine to Ludlow? Where there is a will... With no 
money in the coffers, Santa Fe was not about to loan the L&S a locomotive, let alone investors who 
had seemingly turned a deaf ear to the railroad’s problems. It was time for creative thinking. Besides 
the boiler, all the other components of the 4-6-0 were in “serviceable condition.” What if the railroad 
could rebuild the steamer? Well, if the boiler was no good, get rid of it. And so, the workers did. As 
well as the cab, pilot, and handrails. In its place, a Holt Manufacturing Co. gasoline tractor engine 
was mounted on the frame and connected to the drivers by chain drive. A fuel tank was installed 
where the cab used to be, and rudimentary engine controls were mounted on a stand. With no need 
for a tender, that was dispatched to wherever old tenders go. The logic of using a Holt engine was 
flawless. Holt, which had already established itself as a manufacturer of tough tractors, was 
headquartered in Stockton, Calif., so replacement parts, if there was money on hand, were not that 
far away. (Holt, by the way, was later absorbed by Caterpillar.) Incredibly, the contraption worked. While it 
could only go a few miles per hour, with a short 8-mile trip it really wasn’t much of an inconvenience. 
When the railroad quit, presumably the desert, or the local scrap dealer reclaimed the makeshift 
locomotive. Today, any semblance of the railroad is gone, but the right-of-way and minor cuts 
through the desert are still visible. (Trains Magazine) 
 


